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Spontaneous Formation of Uniform Cell-Sized Microgels
through Water/Water Phase Separation

Mayu Shono, Gen Honda, Miho Yanagisawa,* Kenichi Yoshikawa, and Akihisa Shioi*

In this study, a one-step method is discussed for producing uniform cell-sized
microgels using glass capillaries filled with a binary polymer blend of
polyethylene glycol (PEG) and gelatin. Upon decreasing temperature, phase
separation of the PEG/gelatin blends and gelation of gelatin occur, and then
the polymer blend forms linearly aligned, uniformly sized gelatin microgels in
the glass capillary. When DNA is added to the polymer solution, gelatin
microgels entrapping DNA are spontaneously formed, and the DNA prevents
the coalescence of the microdroplets even at temperatures above the melting
point. This novel method to form uniform cell-sized microgels may be
applicable to other biopolymers. This method is expected to contribute to
diverse materials science via biopolymer microgels and biophysics and
synthetic biology through cellular models containing biopolymer gels.

1. Introduction

Living cell is a crowded environment composed of a rich vari-
ety of biopolymers, such as DNA and proteins within a small
micrometer space. Cell structures and functions emerge in a
self-organized manner through the interaction of these biopoly-
mers. The creation of a real-world cell-like model with a min-
imum number of components[1–6] will contribute as a power-
ful approach to reduce the complexity and reveal the underlying
physical principles of self-assembly.
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Water/oil (w/o) droplets and liposomes are
often used as a prototype of cellular models
in several studies, for example, the gene ex-
pression inside w/o droplets,[7] lipid-coated
w/o droplets,[3,8,9] and construction of cell-
sized giant liposomes equipped with mo-
tor proteins.[10] Recently, water/water (w/w)
droplets generated by aqueous two-phase
systems (ATPS) have been used to ex-
tract, separate, and purify biomolecules and
cells,[11–13] attracting great attention to form
cellular models.[14–17] In several aspects, the
w/w droplet is superior to w/o droplets as
a cellular model. Unlike the w/o droplets,
the w/w droplets can produce a molecu-
lar crowding environment similar to living
cells through w/w phase separation by mix-
ing binary polymer solutions, generating

microdroplets without lipids and oil. Such droplets are regarded
as a simple model for membrane-less organelles in which it cre-
ates a crowded environment that is different from the external en-
vironment without a membrane coating on the surface. The most
popular binary polymer solution for generating the w/w droplets
is polyethylene glycol (PEG) with gelatin or dextran (DEX).[18–22]

When DNA and a lipid suspension are mixed with a binary so-
lution of PEG and DEX, the w/w droplet can incorporate DNA,
and cover its surface with a phospholipid layer like as a cell
structure.[18,20] Recent studies using PEG/DEX systems revealed
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that a long-stranded DNA is localized to DEX-rich phase, while
the oligomer DNA is not. This length dependence of the DNA
distribution can be explained in terms of the depletion effect[23,24]

of the polymers.[19]

In general, the main mechanisms of w/w phase separation in
a binary polymer solution are the entropic effect on the freedom
of the polymer molecules in a relatively dense condition, called
depletion effect,[23,24] and the enthalpic effect due to the molecu-
lar interaction among the different polymers. The ATPS system
finally results in a macroscopic phase separation with minimum
interfacial energy. Therefore, w/w droplets of ATPS coalesce with
the neighboring droplets and gradually grow in size. To use the
w/w droplets as a cellular model, the regulation of the droplet
size, structural stability, and isolation by fusion inhibition among
the droplets are essential because the reaction efficiency of gene
expression inside the droplet depends on the droplet size.[7]

To this date, by using microchannels with complicated and
high-cost equipment, such as Nano Electro Mechanical Systems
(NEMS),[25–30] microdroplets of PEG/gelatin ATPS system rang-
ing from 1 to 1 × 10−3 mm have been successfully produced in
a size-controlled manner,[25] and its application to microreactors
is also attempted.[26] However, these methods are challenging,
time-consuming, and expensive to produce uniform droplets.
To solve these issues, we have previously reported that ATPS of
confined polymer blends can be utilized for the size control of
w/w droplets.[31] The phase separation of PEG/DEX solution in-
side a glass capillary produces cell-sized droplets with approxi-
mately uniform size through spinodal decomposition[32] within
the confinement of quasi-1D. We used this ATPS method to pro-
duce uniform cell-sized microgels. The microgels incorporating
biopolymers, such as DNA and bioactive chemical species have
been actively applied to biological and medical usages for advan-
tages, such as protecting DNA from degradation, minimizing
DNA loss, preventing harmful side effects, and improving DNA
targeting.[33–37] The microgels were prepared by phase separation
of PEG/gelatin blends and subsequent gelation of the gelatin-rich
phase. The capillary surface should be modified to preferentially
attract the PEG-rich phase to the surface, generating and stabiliz-
ing the gelatin-rich droplets. When the temperature exceeds the
sol/gel transition point, the DNA-containing droplets maintain
their size without melting and fusing, suggesting that the incor-
poration of DNA molecules stabilizes the structure of the gelatin
gel.

2. Results

As shown in Figure 1a, toward the spontaneous formation of
uniform cell-sized gelatin microgels, we encapsulated a homo-
geneous PEG/gelatin blend solution into a glass capillary at 65
°C, which is above the transition temperatures of liquid–liquid
phase separation (LLPS) and gelation of gelatin. The glass sur-
face was coated with PEG to preferentially attract the PEG-rich
phase to the surface rather than the gelatin, which has a high
affinity for glass. By decreasing the temperature to 24 °C, the
gelatin-rich domain transit to the gel phase. Figure 1b,c shows
the w/w phase separation inside the b) PEG-coated and c) non-
coating glass capillaries (inner diameter: 140 μm). The solu-
tion composition used was PEG:gelatin = 3.4 weight volume−1%
(wt vol−1%):4.5 wt vol−1%, which was within a phase separation

Figure 1. Experimental scheme of w/w phase separation in a capillary. a) A
schematic representation of the experimental procedure. Immediately af-
ter mixing, the PEG/gelatin solution (at 65 °C) was sucked up into a PEG-
coated glass capillary, and then both ends were sealed. The capillary was
quenched at room temperature (≈24 °C). Effect of PEG-coated glass cap-
illaries on phase separation patterns of the PEG/gelatin solutions. (Inner
capillary diameter: 140 μm). The yellow region corresponds to the gelatin-
rich droplets or gel phase. Dashed lines indicate the inner glass wall. b)
In the PEG-coated capillary, the uniformly sized droplets of the gelatin-
rich phase were linearly arranged. c) In the non-coating capillary, gelatin
adhered to the glass, and the isolated droplets did not appear.

region, and the gelatin-rich domains emerged in the PEG-rich
phase. Figure 1b shows approximately uniform cell-sized gelatin-
rich droplets generated inside the PEG-coated capillary. The
gelatin-rich droplets were arranged linearly along the long axis
of the capillary and stable in size. In the glass capillary without
the coating (Figure 1c), the gelatin-rich phase adhered to the glass
surface and did not form uniformly sized microgels.

Figure 2a,b shows the effect of capillary confinement on the
diameter of the obtained gelatin microgels. The microgels ex-
tracted from the capillary to the bulk water are also shown
(Figure 2a(i,ii)). The fluorescent green region represents the
DNA molecules. As shown in the right panel in the upper
Figure 2a, DNA molecules were localized inside the microgels.
The results showed that the gelatin-rich droplets spontaneously
entrapped DNA molecules through the phase separation of PEG
and gelatin. In addition, the diameter of microgels was almost
the same as that of the glass capillary (inner diameter (ID): 90
and 140 μm). Therefore, smaller microgels can be produced us-
ing a capillary with a smaller inner diameter. The experimental
results for the PEG-coated glass capillaries with the larger diam-
eters (280 and 440 μm) are shown in Figure S1 (Supporting In-
formation), indicating that the uniformly sized microgels tend to
be distributed with an increase in the inner diameter of the cap-
illary. The lower panels in Figure 2a show the nearly uniform
cell-sized microgels entrapping DNA extracted from the capil-
lary. The size of the droplets did not largely change by the ex-
traction from the glass capillary (Figure 2a(i,ii)). Figure 2b shows
the microgels formed between two PEG-coated glass slides (con-
finement size: 3 × 18 mm, sandwiched between two glasses with
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Figure 2. a) Extraction of microgels from the glass capillary. In the upper
right panel: microgels entrapping DNA in a capillary (inner diameter (ID):
90 and 140 μm). i,ii) Microgels entrapping DNA pushed out into a 2 μL
distilled water placed on a glass slide at room temperature (24 °C) from
two different capillary diameters. The green region of the fluorescent im-
ages corresponds to DNA. b) PEG/gelatin solution and DNA were mixed
at 65 °C and cooled at room temperature (24 °C) in the PEG-coated glass
slides with an approximate depth of 90 μm. The solution composition was
identical to that used in (a). c) Mean value (X) and distribution (bar) of
microgels were shown as box plots. The mean ± standard deviation (SD)
and the number of microgels (n) used in the analysis for microgel diam-
eters were 61.7 ± 5.3 μm (n = 5), 123.4 ± 19.2 μm (n = 9), and 56.5 ±
39.2 μm (n = 49) for the ID 90 μm capillary, 140 μm capillary, and glass
slides (depth: 90 μm), respectively. The difference in mean of microgel di-
ameters extracted from the different capillary sizes between 90 and 140 μm
was ***P < 0.001, t-test. (See the Statistical Analysis section for details).

a 0.1 mm spacer). In this setup, the size of the droplets generated
was widely distributed (Figure 2b). The mean value and distribu-
tion of microgels diameter were plotted in Figure 2c. The results
demonstrate that the diameter of microgels was similar to that
of the inner diameter of the glass capillary, and the dispersion
of diameters was much smaller for the capillary-used method.
Although microgels likely expanded slightly due to osmotic pres-
sure when extracted from the capillary, the expansion could be
controlled by selecting the inner diameter of the capillary.

Figure 3 shows the fluorescence images of gelatin-rich
droplets in the sol state at 33 °C, which is above the gelation tem-
perature of gelatin. As shown in Figure 3a, gelatin-rich droplets
without DNA coalesced with each other over time at 33 °C. In con-

trast, the droplets entrapping DNA suppressed the coalescence
(Figure 3b). We found that the presence of DNA stabilizes the
droplets at elevated temperatures, even though the droplets were
in the sol state.

3. Numerical Modeling

Numerical modeling was performed to assess the generation
mechanism of different spatial patterns through the w/w phase
separation in the capillary depending on the inner glass surface
chemical affinity, as shown in Figure 1. In our previous study, we
performed a simulation to interpret the different effects between
tubule and planar-gap confinements on the w/w phase separa-
tion for an aqueous solution mixed with PEG and DEX by adapt-
ing the Cahn–Hilliard equation. Using the Cahn–Hilliard model,
the formation of linearly-arranged DEX-rich droplets of almost
the same size was well reproduced. However, for the planar-gap
boundary, the size and morphology of the phase separation are
rather random or dispersed in the experimental observation and
numerical result. Thus, in this study, we extend the framework
of the numerical modeling of our previous study based on the
Cahn–Hilliard equation, Equation 1.

𝜕𝜂

𝜕t
= ∇

(
Mc∇

𝛿F
𝛿𝜂

)
(1)

where F is the free energy, t is time, and Mc = (D0/RT) is the
diffusivity (D0 is diffusion constant, R is universal gas constant
and T is absolute temperature). The relative ratio of gelatin to the
total PEG and gelatin is taken as the parameter 𝜂, where 𝜂 = [0,
1] and 𝜂 = 1 corresponds to the state of 100% gelatin. The free
energy F is given by

F = ∫

(
RT [𝜂ln𝜂 + (1 − 𝜂) ln (1 − 𝜂)] + L𝜂 (1 − 𝜂) + 𝛼

2
|∇𝜂|2) dV(2)

Where L, 𝛼, and dV are the interaction parameter, gradient energy
coefficient, and differential volume, respectively. The first term in
the parentheses corresponds to entropic contributions of mixing.
The second term is the interaction energy, for which a parabolic
relationship was adopted for simplicity and generality. The third
term is instability due to the spatial gradient of 𝜂.

To incorporate the effect of boundary on the time develop-
ment of the phase separation, we adapted the time-dependent
Dirichlet condition[38,39] by considering mass conservation. For
simplicity, we adapted a 2D approximation to consider the effect
of the inner surface of the glass capillary. The discrete domain
and discrete boundary are defined as Ωh = {(xi,zj)| 1 ≤ i ≤ Nx,
1 ≤ j ≤ Nz} . Accordingly, the order parameter is spatially dis-
cretized as 𝜂i,j. In the modeling of glass capillary experiments
under a 2D approximation, we regard the x and z directions as
the long-axis and cross-section of the glass capillary, respectively.
In addition, we took the periodic boundary condition along the
x-direction. As for the z-direction, we included the effect of dif-
ferent affinities of the glass surface for the time-stepwise calcu-
lations. For the boundary around the glass surface (j = 1, 2, and
Nz,Nz − 1), we included the effect of the surface chemical-affinity
between the gelatin and PEG. For example, for the solution ad-
jacent to the surface of j = 1, we assumed the time-dependent
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Figure 3. Effect of coexisting DNA on the size growth of gelatin-rich droplets following phase separation of PEG/gelatin solutions. Time evolution of
gelatin-rich droplets at 33 °C (above the gelation temperature) within a capillary (inner diameter: 140 μm) introducing PEG/gelatin solution a) without
or b) with DNA. Gelatin-rich droplets without DNA coalesced with each other and grew in size. In contrast, the gelatin-rich droplets entrapping DNA
maintained their size over time.

change toward the preferable value of the parameter 𝜂0
i,1 as a fixed

value, with the simple kinetics as d𝜂t
i,1∕dt = k(𝜂0

i,1 − 𝜂t
i,1) (k is

kinetic constant). To fulfil the mass-conservation, the change of
the layer with j = 1 was compensated by the change of that with
j = 2.

𝜂t+Δt
i,1 = 𝜂t

i,1 + kΔt
(
𝜂0

i,1 − 𝜂t
i,1

)
(3)

𝜂t+Δt
i,2 = 𝜂t

i,2 − kΔt
(
𝜂0

i,1 − 𝜂t
i,1

)
(4)

Δt = Time /Nt is the time step, Time is the final time, and Nt is
the total number of time steps. The same time dependence was
adapted for the other side of the boundary; 𝜂t

i,Nz
and 𝜂t

i,Nz−1
. In the

actual simulation procedure, we have adapted the numerical step
for Equations 1–4 in an alternative manner. Further detail of the
numerical simulation is given in the Supporting Information.

Figure 4 shows the numerical results corresponding to time
periods of circa 30 min. The order parameters are represented in
the color gradient. The dark and light blue areas correspond to
the gelatin-rich and the PEG-rich phases, respectively. Figure 4a
shows the result with Equations 3 and 4 (𝜂0

i,1 = 𝜂0
i,Nz

= 0.15)
as the boundary condition corresponding to the PEG-coated cap-
illary. The almost uniform cell-sized droplets were linearly ar-
ranged, whereas the results of the non-coating capillary with
Equations 3 and 4 (𝜂0

i,1 = 𝜂0
i,Nz

= 0.55), shown in Figure 4b,
reproduces the adhesion of gelatin-rich droplets to the glass. The
calculation with the boundary condition Equations 3 and 4 re-
produces the experimental results as shown in Figure 1b,c. Note
that the microphase separation remarkably depends on the sur-
face chemical affinity of the inner glass surface.

4. Conclusion

Both experimental (Figure 1) and theoretical (Figure 4) results
demonstrate that the wettability of the inner surface of the glass
capillary dominated the pattern of w/w phase separation. By mod-
ifying the surface of a capillary with a higher affinity to PEG,

uniform cell-sized microgels are linearly and stably arranged in
a self-organized manner through phase separation prior to the
gelation of gelatin. As a result, the microgels can be extracted
from the capillary into distilled water, maintaining their size. Fur-
thermore, the size of microgels can be easily controlled by the
inner diameter of the capillary. The mechanism of the microgels
formation inside the glass capillary is explained as follows: ini-
tially, PEG- and gelatin-rich domains are formed by spinodal de-
composition. Under the condition previously described, the PEG-
rich phase is preferentially localized to the glass surface of the
capillary because it has a higher affinity to the glass surface than
the gelatin-rich domains. Consequently, gelatin-rich droplets are
surrounded by the PEG-rich phase at the capillary center, and
then gelation of gelatin inhibits the size growth of the polymer.

Figure 4. Theoretical modeling on the phase separation inside a capillary
by taking into the effect of surface coating. The phase separation was cal-
culated using the model equations (Equations 1 and 2) corresponding to
periods of circa 30 min. For the boundary conditions on the surface of the
capillary, Equations 3 and 4 were adopted. The dark blue in the color gra-
dient corresponds to the gelatin-rich phase and the lighter areas to the
PEG-rich phase. The gray area represents the glass wall of the capillary. a)
For the surface that favors the PEG-rich solution (𝜂0

i,1 = 𝜂0
i,Nz

= 0.15), uni-

form cell-sized droplets were linearly arranged. In contrast, b) the bound-
ary condition along the surface was taken to prefer the gelatin-rich solu-
tion (𝜂0

i,1 = 𝜂0
i,Nz

= 0.55), gelatin adhered to the glass, and the growth of

droplets was prevented.
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Microgels have a wide variety of properties and applications de-
pending on their size and concentration, and the modification of
the gelatin would also contribute to the structural stabilization of
the microgels.[40] It may be of scientific value to extend the cur-
rent study to establish the optimal experimental conditions, such
as composition, concentration, and modification of polymers to
obtain the desired microgels.

The results shown in Figure 3 demonstrate that DNA
molecules are spontaneously entrapped in the gelatin droplets,
and the DNA contributes to maintaining the size of the droplets
even above the sol/gel transition temperature. The negatively
charged DNAs, that are incorporated in the droplets, may cause
a negative electronic charge at the interface of droplets, which in-
duces the stabilization of droplets by depressing the probability
of fusion among droplets.[19,20] This discovery may be valuable
for using the cell-sized microgels as a cell model.

This study describes a method for producing uniform micro-
gels by controlling phase separation and gelation of PEG/gelatin
solutions confined in a glass capillary. Although the microflu-
idic method is applied to produce uniform microgels, it needs
special equipment, such as tubing and pumps. For temperature
control, a special set-up is required so as to maintain the entire
apparatus to be a constant temperature. Furthermore, the solu-
tions in the microfluidics are exposed to strong shear stress and
mechanical stimuli that may break a long-stranded DNA. In fact,
the breaking of a long-stranded DNA by mechanical agitation is
reported.[41] The current method does neither involve such a me-
chanical agitation nor cause the breakdown of a long-stranded
DNA. It is highly expected that the present method will be appli-
cable to the reconstruction and confinement in cell-sized droplets
of genome-sized DNA, as well as toward the stable storage and
transportation of these droplets. Therefore, the method proposed
in our study, which does not require special equipment, organic
solvents, or surfactants, may be useful for producing microgels
for food, cosmetics, and other materials.

5. Experimental Section
The PEG with an average molecular weight (MW) of 20 000 was pur-

chased from Fuji film Wako Pure Chemical Industries (Osaka, Japan).
Alkali-treated (type-B) gelatin with an average MW of 6900 was obtained
from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). The MW of the alkali-treated (type-B)
gelatin was determined by gel permeation chromatography. For fluores-
cence microscopy, gelatin was labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate iso-
mer I (FITC) (Excitation wavelength (Ex): 488 nm, Emission wavelength
(Em): 530 nm, Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).

A glass capillary (Microcaps, Drummond, USA) with an inner diameter
of 140 μm or 90 μm and 32 mm in the long axis was used to prepare the
microgels. For PEG-coating of the inner wall of the glass capillary, Poly-
l-Lysine graft PEG (PLL(20)-g[3,5]-PEG(2), SuSoS AG, Switzerland) was
employed. PLL-g-PEG was dissolved in distilled water at 1 mg mL−1 con-
centration and stored in aliquots at −20 °C until use. The glass capillary
was treated with air plasma (PDC-32G, Harrick Plasma) at ≈400 mTorr
for 5 min to improve the wettability to water before being filled with
100 μg mL−1 of PLL-g-PEG solution. After incubating for 30 min at room
temperature (≈24 °C), the glass capillary was washed with water and dried.
The PEG-coated capillary was used within three days after being made.

PEG was dissolved in distilled water at 65 °C to make 3.4 wt vol−1%,
and then gelatin was added to make 4.5 wt vol−1%. The solution was mixed
using a vortex mixer until it became homogeneous and cloudy. The solu-
tion and glass capillary were incubated at 65 °C, which was higher than

the phase separation temperature.[21,22] Immediately after the mixing, the
solution was sucked up into a glass capillary, as shown in Figure 1a. Then,
both ends of the capillary were sealed to avoid leakage and evaporation.
The capillary containing the solution was quenched at room temperature
(24 °C) to initiate the phase separation followed by the gelation of the
gelatin-rich phase. The capillary was refrigerated at 5 ± 2 °C for four days
to complete the gelation of gelatin-rich phase. The sealant on both ends of
the cooled capillary was snapped off to extract the microgels from the glass
capillary. The inner solution was pushed into 2 μL distilled water placed on
a glass slide at room temperature (24 °C), as shown in Figure 2a.

DNA molecules from salmon sperm (500–1000 bp) were purchased
from Fuji film Wako Pure Chemical Industries (Osaka, Japan). Gelred (Ex:
280 nm, Em: 600 nm, Biotium Inc., Fremont, CA, USA) was used as a flu-
orescent dye for the DNA. To investigate the localization and stabilization
of DNA, DNA crystalline powder was dissolved in nuclease-free water. The
solution was added to the PEG/gelatin solution in a homogeneous phase
at 65 °C to be 80 μM and mixed using a vortex mixer. The capillaries were
observed under a fluorescence microscope (Olympus BX51, Olympus Co.)
on a horizontal stage and a heated stage (TPi-CKTS, Tokai hit, Shizuoka,
Japan) to control the temperature of the capillary. The images were ob-
tained with a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) digital camera (C11440-36U,
Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan).

Both phase separation temperature Tp and gelation temperature Tg val-
ues for the composition (PEG/gelatin = 3.4 wt vol−1%: 4.5 wt vol−1%)
were investigated by using microscopic observation and tilt tests. Tg and
Tp were found to be 27 and 38 °C, respectively. These transition points
were almost consistent with the previous reports.[21] Also, neither the
phase separation temperature nor the gelation temperature changed in
the presence of 80 μM DNA.

Statistical Analysis: The results of Figure 2c were shown as box plots.
As a pre-processing step, the experimental data were binarized using
image-processing software (ImageJ, National Institutes of Health, USA),
and the diameter was calculated from the area of circle. The mean ± stan-
dard deviation (SD) and the number of microgels (n) used in the statistical
analysis of the mean of microgel diameters were 61.7 ± 5.3 μm (n = 5) and
123.4 ± 19.2 μm (n = 9) for the ID 90 μm capillary and 140 μm capillary,
respectively. The difference between the mean of microgel diameters ex-
tracted from the different capillary sizes was assessed by a paired t-test
with two-sided tests and indicated by ***p < 0.001 (p is probability value).
Microsoft Excel was used for statistical analysis.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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